Herpes dating &support for people never feel alone
HerpesandDating.org is a warm-hearted and exclusive community for singles and friends with herpes ,
HPV,HIV/AIDS or any other STDs. Here you can get on with your life and meet new friends, partners or
potential spouses, or learn about STD medical information. If you just need to find someone to talk to or offer
help or advice, this is the best place.Never feel lonely again!
Online PR News â€“ 02-June-2011 â€“ HerpesandDating.org is the oldest, best established, and most active
Dating for infected people to find love and friendship. It has added additional categories like Success Story.
"The number of people signing up for HerpesandDating.orghas been very strong lately". "We have been
getting many requests to include Success Story in our database to aid people in finding friends with similar
circumstances.
Â
New website categories:
Â
Live STD counselor / expert
Live support
Largest STD blogs
STD date ideas (18k+)
STD care locations (600+)
STD testing centers
STD Q & A (600+)
STD inspirational stories (500+)
STD treatment stories
STD information
STD greeting cards
STD forums / events
Online STD chat
Daily STD news
Â
In addition to our original categories, these additional adds should make even more people feel at home with
our service. The members get quality information in addition to the dating services. Thousands of people on
HerpesandDating.org, date and get married. Before the members meet they can talk to someone who is
facing the same issues they are and someone who shares the same concerns.
Â
HerpesandDating.org is an online dating service specializing in particular health circumstances, including
STD conditions. These days, many people are seeking friends online and, consequently, specialized
alternative dating services have emerged. Having an STD could lead to confusion, resentment, anger, and
isolating yourself, especially when it comes time to divulge your situation. A shocking rise in STD rates
among all age ranges in the United States has lead to the creation of online dating sites for the infected who
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want to meet...the infected. A popular example is HerpesandDating.org
Â
Remember, Honesty is important, but moving on with ones life after contracting an STD can be scary. By
using HerpesandDating.org , you can be honest in advance and progress to the next stages of friendships
and relationships". HerpesandDating.org plans to build a community for people with STDs, where they can
find friendship, support, and love! It is ranked the #1 website for online dating for those with STDs. At that
time, users is free to join and will be offered a low monthly fee to remain as members.
Â

Â
For more information, please visit our Web Site at: WWW.HerpesandDating.org
Â
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